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Summary of talk: “Decision based adaptive testing”

Adaptive testing is discussed for more than 25 years although its theroretical foundations date back to the seminal
book by Lord & Novick. Little is seen in everyday testing programs. This is a tremendous loss since testing time is
wasted on participants as well as test administrators. From the literature it is known that savings in items
administered can reach 35-50% while conserving a reasonable preset level of error of measurement.

As Cronbach & Gleser voiced it is not necessary in many applications that the proper location of a candidate on a
scale of interest is known. What is important is all too often whether a candidate is to be located on this or the other
side of a decision point, i.e. cut off. Why then testing someone longer than he deserves (adaptive testing
philosophy) and than the personnel question really demands (decision based adaptive testing)?

The talk gives an overview of the nature and theoretical backgrouds of adaptive testing. It will advocate that
qualitative decisions may be reached with much less testing time by sacrifycing only very little of error of
measurement. The overall gain may be seen that in a given, administrative time slot more dimensions of interest
may be tested with few items on individual scales. Thus, personnel decisions will profit in that more is known about
a candidate.
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